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Abstract: 

My paper presents several concepts pertaining to translation theory which I found useful in analyzing the 

Romanian translations from Eugene O’Neill’s drama. From these, I move on to presenting the translations from 

O’Neill’s works, with a focus on the Romanian version of Long Day’s Journey Into Night by Dorin Dron, offering 

some textual samples for analysis and ending by making a reference to the cultural context of the reception of 

this particular play.  
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Introduction 

Translation theorists seem to agree that literary translation always implies cultural issues, since 

“not only do cultures express ideas differently, but they also generate concepts and texts in a 

different way” (Bantaș and Croitoru 19, my translation). And the negotiation of these differences, as 

Paul Ricoeur points out, requires intercultural translators, that is, cultural bilinguals able to 

accompany the transfer of the text to the other cultural universe, while fully respecting its 

landmarks (Ricoeur 49). The dynamics of translation, therefore, has to account for the norms, 

culture, setting and traditions of the source and target languages, brought by the original writer and 

by the new readership. The stake in translation is the negotiation of a cultural equivalent, i.e. an 

approximate
1
 translation of a source language cultural world into a target language cultural word 

(Newmark 82).  

Regarding the concept of equivalence, there is dynamic equivalence (an equivalence of effect) 

and formal equivalence (an equivalence of message, both as form and content) (Bantaș and Croitoru 

43). According to Umberto Eco, the principle of equal reference could be violated for the sake of a 

deeply equivalent translation – therefore, I will pay particular attention to the cases of denotative 

deviation, that are nonetheless means of achieving cultural correspondence. In her study on 

Translation: The Interpretive Model, Marianne Lederer discusses more extensively the notion of 

equivalence, making it the basis of her recommended approach to literary translation, termed 

“interpretive translation”. The idea of equivalence (i.e. the faithful rendering of the sense) is 

opposed to correspondence (i.e. word for word translation). In Lederer’s opinion, the overuse of 

correspondences makes for a bad translation, while equivalence itself is “an original correspondence 

and the general mode of translation”
2
(45). 

                                                 

1
Since the meaning of many words is determined by their collocations, which are culture specific, Newmark 

recommends that cultural expressions should be clarified by equivalents or paraphrasing (especially in drama 

that doesn’t allow footnotes).  
2
Following Koller, Lederer also offers an extremely useful scheme for evaluating equivalence in literary texts: 

denotative equivalence (information about the extralinguisitc reality), connotative equivalence (respecting the 

style of the original, i.e. the language register, sociolect, etc.), normative equivalence (conforming with the 

genre), pragmatic equivalence (adapted to the reader’s knowledge), and formal-aesthetic equivalence (an 

equivalence of effect). 
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Analysis 

One can say that the transatlantic connection functioned well enough as regards the Romanian 

literary translations from O’Neill’s drama. Foremost among others, Petru Comarnescu initially took 

on and successfully concluded some of the most difficult of these translation tasks – starting with 

Strange Interlude in 1939, followed by Mourning Becomes Electra in 1943 (which he accomplished 

together with Margareta Sterian). In 1946, he collaborated with Ruxandra Oteteleșanu and Mihail 

Ranciu for the translation of a volume entitled Dramele Mării și ale Pământului (Dramas of the Sea 
and Land) and in 1946, he published the translation volume Drame din Marea Dragoste (Dramas of 
Great Love). When analyzing Petru Comarnescu’s translations from O’Neill’s drama one must take 

into account the complexity of his cultural endeavor, which spanned more than three decades. His 

translations, together with those accomplished by Dorin Dron, Sergiu Fărcășan and Aneta Dobre, 

Ivan Deneș, Alexandru Alcalay and Sima Zamfir, were published in 1968, at the Editura pentru 

literatură universală, in a three-volume edition of O’Neill’s works. 

In my assessment of the Romanian translations from O’Neill’s dramas, I will employ Lederer’s 

notion of “interpretive equivalence” to investigate the textual versions in terms of the areas of 

difficulty identified by Leon Leviţchi: denotation, emphasis, modality, connotation, coherence, and 

style. Regarding the last aspect – style – I will be using Levițchi’s definition: “the style is the specific 

way in which the author has organized his message, as regards coherence and expression, with a 

view to maximum valorization in the conscience of the presumptive receiver” (Leviţchi 219, my 

transl.)
3
. I fully agree with Levițchi that the translator has to be able to transpose himself, through 

empathy, into the writer’s psychology and, consequently, that he/she should “be equally capable of 

linguistic empathy, of immersion in the style of the author, character and epoch” (Leviţchi 223, my 

transl.). Successful immersion is, nevertheless, inconceivable without a pre-existing common 

background of experience, or, as Leviţchi notes, “our own experience teaches us the premises of 

linguistic empathy” (Leviţchi 223, my transl.). Ultimately, translating a literary author is understood 

as a matter of “elective affinity” – meaning that one should translate only what one feels a calling to 

translate. In this respect, Petru Comarnescu’s translations are particularly fortunate examples, 

although not devoid of failings, but other translators in the above-mentioned volumes equally 

deserve our praise for their achievement. In the following pages I will concentrate on the particularly 

successful enterprise of Dorin Dron, who offered a balanced literary translation of O’Neill’s 

challenging masterpiece, Long Day’s Journey into Night4
, that proved particularly productive in terms 

of stage usage. 

This translation, as the notes below will reveal, is overall satisfactory and usable for stage 

purposes, although certain idioms and colloquilaisms would certainly need updating. Dron generally 

achieves successful semantic and syntactic equivalence, respecting both the original shape of the 

dialogue and the specific acoustic masks of each character. There can be noted several misfires - 

mostly due to denotation and connotation errors caused by a lack of referential knowledge, 

especially when O’Neill introduces local names and phrases (see examples 3, 5, 10, 20 below). 

Stylistically speaking, certain exclamations bring an (originally unintended) negative connotation to 

the dialogue, while certain paranthetical indications or adjectives are erronneously translated, 

leading to a change of modality for the respective characters uttering the remarks (see examples 6, 

7, 12, 13, 14 below). 

 

1. You’re a fine armful now, Mary (LDJN 1304) – Acum are omul pe ce pune mâna, Mary (Lungul 
Drum 234). [Successful semantic equivalence]. 

                                                 

3
A sound analysis of the literary qualities of a translation will have to rely therefore on the previous analysis of 

the stylistic properties of the source text, an analysis which was provided by the critical survey in the first 

chapter of my thesis. 
4
Further parenthetical reference to the play will appear as LDJN. 
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2. Yes, it’s terrible the way we all pick on you, isn’t it? You’re so abused! (LDJN 1306) – Da, e 

îngrozitor, nimeni nu face altceva decat să se lege de tine, nu-i așa? Ești persecutat (Lungul 
Drum 236). [Formal equivalence, lack of correspondence but the transfer of menaing is 

successful, nevertheless. And ”persecutat” is a felicitous equivalent for ”abused”.] 

3. And who do you think I met there, with a beautiful bun on? (LDJN 1308) – Si închipuie-ti, 

peste cine crezi că dau acolo, cu pălăria lui fenomenală pe cap? (Lungul Drum 239). [Misfire, 

due to lack of knowledge of the original idiom.] 

4. He’s a wily shanty Mick, that one. He could hide behind a crockscrew (LDJN 1308). – Mare 

vulpoi, irlandezul ăla. Știe strașnic să se ascundă după deget. (Lungul Drum 240). [Succesful 

semantic equivalence, through corresponding idioms (”wily shanty” for ”mare vulpoi” and 

”Mick” for ”Irlandez”), especially the last sentence is a felicitous case of both formal and 

semantic equivalence.] 

5. Harker had as much chance as I would with Jack Johnson. (LDJN 1309, here the reference is 

to a famous prize finghter, but this information was unavailable to the Romanian translator) 

– Harker făcea mai bine dacă nu venea (Lungul Drum 241). 

[The lack of referential knowledge leads to eluding the correspondence (replacing ”Johnson” 

with the name of a Romanian prizefighter) by respecting formal equivalence through a short 

clause.] 

6. At Edmund’s account of his response to Harker, Tyrone is delighted, although he immediately 

checks himself: ”The devil you did! (frowning)...” (LDJN 1309) – ”Dracu să te ia și pe tine! (no 

paranthetical indication)” (Lungul Drum 242).  

[This is a misfire, both from the stylistic and the semantic viewpoint, since Tyrone is not in 

the habit of swearing so vilely at his childern. ”Măi să fie” or ”Afurisit mai ești” would have 

been a more proper translation.] 

7. Go along with both of you! (LDJN 1310) – Ce proastă sunt că stau să vă ascult, pe voi doi. 

(Lungul drum 244). [The translated exclamation is a misfire since it implies a self-deprecating 

attitude that does not suit Mary’s conceited style.] 
8. You can’t change the leopard’s spots (LDJN 1312) – Degeaba vrei să îndrepți un lucru care e 

născut strâmb (Lungul Drum 246). [Misfire. The problem here is the syntagm ”care e născut”, 

since ”lucru” is incompatible with ”născut”. The appropriate idiom here would have been ”Nu 

mai înveți calul bătrân să meargă în buiestru”.] 

9. You evil-minded loafer (LDJN 1314) – Netrebnic răuvoitor ce ești (Lungul Drum 252). 

[”Vagabond cu mintea spurcată” is the corresponding appelation. But, as the exclamation is 

an accusation in self defence, Dron’s phrase will do. ] 

10. I expect a salary of at least one large iron man at the end of the week – to carouse on! (LDJN 

1315) – Mă aștept ca la sfârșitul săptămânii să iau o leafă de maistru fierar, și atunci... să te 

ții! (Lungul Drum 252). [Misfire due to unknown referent: ”the iron man” is slang for dollar. 

Thus, the ironic implication of Jamie’s joke is also lost on the Romanian audience, who might 

imagine that Jamie is thinking of a resonable sum of money.] 

11.  I know how miserably uncomfortable you must be (LDJN 1317) – Ce ai tu este un lucru 
plictisitor, știu (Lungul Drum 255). [”Un lucru plictisitor” is not a felicitous reference to 

Edmund’s disease. ”Miserably uncomfortable” would have been better rendered by 

”discomfort sâcâitor”.] 

12. Damned lonely (LDJN 1352) – foarte deprimat (Lungul Drum 315). [Partial semantic 

equivalence, overtranslation by rendering subtext as text.] 

13. ”Thickly humorously” (paranthetical indication, LDJN 1355) – ”cu un umor greoi” (Lungul 
Drum 319). [”Greoi” is not a good translation for ”thickly”. ”Hâtru” would have been more 

appropriate in this context.] 

14. It’s nuts – completely nuts! (LDJN 1356, Edmund muses humorously about his brother’s 

misadventures) – E tâmpit... Complet tâmpit. (Lungul Drum 321; better: ”Ce nebunie 

desăvârșită!”). [”Tâmpit” connotes negatively here.] 

15. When reproaching his father with the mistreatment of his mother, Edmund blurts out: 

”Jesus, when I think of it I hate your guts!” (LDJN 1359) – ”Isuse, când mă gândesc la toate 

astea te urăsc pentru nesimțirea de care ai dat dovadă față de ea! (Lungul Drum 326). [Lack 

of syntactic equivalence, overtranslation, negative connotation.] 
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16. Not so bad, that last, eh? Original, not Baudelaire. Give me credit! (LDJN 364) – Nu-i rău, 

ultima, pe care am spus-o. Nu-i așa? E originală. Nu-i Baudelaire, dă-mi voie! (Lungul Drum 
335, emphasis mine). [This last phrase is reminiscent of Caragilale’s heroes drunken 

argumentation... However, a  more approiapriate translation would have been ”Poți fi 

mândru de mine!”. Overall syntactic and semantic equivalence achieved.] 

17. As it is, I will always be a stranger who never feels at home, who does not really want and is 
not really wanted, who can never belong, who must always be a little in love with death! 

(LDJN 1365) – Așa cum sunt, mă voi simți întotdeauna un străin, care niciodată nu se simte 

acasă, care nu caută și nu e căutat de nimeni, totdeauna dezrădăcinat, și care va trebui să 
cocheteze mereu cu moartea!... (Lungul Drum 336). [The transaltion of ”want” by ”caută” is 

an interesting attempt at equivalence, especially in the context previously discusssed, of 

neigborly visits. Also, the phrase ”a little in love” is felicitously rendered by ”să cocheteze”. ] 

18. Had serious accident. The fron step tried to trample on me. Took advantage of fog to waylay 

me (LDJN 1365) – Mi s-a întâmplat o nenorocire. Scara de la intrare era să cadă peste mine. 

M-am împiedicat de atâta ceață (Lungul Drum 337). [Jamie’s drunken humor is tuned down 

and rendered strange: Since ”to waylay” means ”a ataca pe la spate”, the humor in Jamie’s 

statement is lost on the Romanian audience, being replaced by a strangely poetical clause: 

”M-am împiedicat de atâta ceață”.]  

19. What is a man without a good woman’s love? A god-damned hollow shell (LDJN 1367) – Ce e 

un om fără dragostea unei femei cumsecade? O scoică goală blestemată de dumnezeu! 
(Lungul Drum 340). [Surprising translation by correspondence instead of equivalence, leads 

to stylistic misfire.] 
20. She stood it for a while, then she got good and sore (LDJN 1368) – Ea a stat cât a stat, dar 

după aia a început să facă pe languroasa (Lungul Drum 341). [Misfire. Dennotation and 

connotation errors.] 
21. That last drink – the old K.O. (LDJN 1371) – Lasă-mă să dorm (Lungul Drum 347) [The 

translator does not even try to find an equivalent for Jamie’s commentary, something like – 

”Ultimul pahar – m-a făcut praf”. Possibly unaware of the meaning of the phrase „K.O.”.] 
22. It’s no good. (LDJN 1374, 1375) – Așa nu e bine (Lungul Drum 351) [Misfire. The suggestion of 

hopelessness, that was earlier expressed by Mary, is taken over and amplified by Jamie’s 

repetion of the phrase, which the translator fails to render accurately. His option suggests 

the character’s awareness of the situation being amiss, which falsifies Jamie’s discourse by 

introducing an uncharacteristically moralizing tone.] 
 

A comparison of Dron’s translation with an excerpt from the same play translated by Mihnea 

Gheorghiu in his study on the American playwright
5
 is revealing, as an alternative, for the Romanian 

transaltors’ grasp on this particularly engaging American dramatic text. A stereoscopic investigation 

of the two versions is presented below, based on an excerpt in which Edmund and Mary discuss 

about their home:  

 

EDMUND: Well, it’s better than spending the summer in a New York hotel, isn’t it? And this 

town’s not so bad. I like it well enough. I suppose because it’s the only home we’ve had.  

MARY: I’ve never felt it was my home. It was wrong from the start. Everything was done in the 

cheapest way.Your father would never spend the money to make it right. It’s just as well we 

haven’t any friends here. I’d be ashamed to have them step in the door. But he’s never wanted 

family friends. He hates calling on people or receiving them (LDJN 1317). 

 

EDMUND: Eh, tot e mai bine să petreci vara aici, decât într-un hotel la New York. Până la urmă 

nu e chiar atât de insuportabil. Mie îmi place destul de mult. Pentru că e singura casă pe care am 

avut-o vreodată. 

                                                 

5
The chapter entitled „O antologie de dincolo de zare” was included in Gheorghiu’s critical volume Orientări în 

literatura străină (1958).  
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MARY: Mie nu mi s-a părut niciodată că e casa mea. De la început a fost greșit. Totul a fost făcut 

cât mai economic. Tatăl tău n-a vrut să cheltuiască ca să o facă cum trebuie. De asta nici nu am 

avut prieteni aici. Mi-ar fi o rușine de moarte dacă cineva ar trebui să ne treacă pragul casei. Şi 

pe urmă lui nici nu-i place ideea de a se vizita cu alte familii (Dron 255). 

 

EDMUND: Oricum, mamă, dar trebuie să recunoști/ că e mai bine să ne petrecem vara aici decât 

într-un hotel de mâna a doua din New York, nu-i așa?/ Şi târgul ăsta nu-i chiar atât de prăpădit. 

Nu-mi displace. Poate pentru că e singurul loc unde am fost și eu acasă.  

MARY: Eu niciodată nu m-am simțit aici la casa mea. Am pornit-o greșit de la început. Totul a fost 

făcut din ieftin. Tatăl tău n-a vrut să scoată un ban mai mult pentru orice i-ar fi dat acestei 

locuințe un aer mai puțin sordid. Tot de aceea n-avem niciodată musafiri. Mi-ar fi și rușine să-i 

văd intrând pe ușă și privind prin casă. Dar nici alții nu ne duc lipsa. El nu cheamă și nu primește. 

Suntem o familie fără prieteni (Gheorghiu Orientări 369). 

 

From the start, it must be said that Gheorghiu’s version is an over-translation and therefore more 

literary than Dron’s, which can be more easily adapted for the stage (that is, with fewer cuts). This 

feature is obvious from the first exclamation: ”Well” is rendered by Dron as ”Eh” and by Gheorghiu 

as ”Oricum, mamă, dar trebuie să recunoști”. Also, the specification “hotel de mâna a doua” does 

not appear in the original text, even if it can be inferred from the discussion. It is Gheorghiu’s 

intention to create a contrast here and emphasize Tyrone’s stinginess. Edmund’s original way of 

talking is modest and affirmative and therefore his appreciation of the town, “I like it well enough”, 

is better rendered by Dron’s “Mie îmi place destul de mult” then by Gheorghiu’s “Mie nu-mi 

displace”. Also, Gheorghiu’s version makes Edmund limit himself egotistically in his speech when 

referring to feeling “at home”: “e singurul loc unde am fost si eu acasă”, while Dron’s “e singura casă 

pe care am avut-o vreodată” uses the all-inclusive “we”, as in the original. Mary’s line, on the other 

hand, contains a common denotation error that both translators make, in rendering the phrase “it’s 

just as well”: “Tot de aceea n-avem niciodată musafiri” (Gheorghiu) and “De asta nici nu am avut 

prieteni aici” (Dron). Instead of the resigned contentment expressed by Mary’s use of the above-

mentioned connector, the two Romanian versions presuppose a simple causal relation, while the 

right translation would have been “E chiar mai bine” or “De aia nici nu regret”. Leaving aside minor 

distinctions, the two translators have divergent options for Mary’s complaint about her husband not 

wanting to receive company. While Dron’s is synthetically concise: “Şi pe urmă lui nici nu-i place 

ideea de a se vizita cu alte familii”, breaking the syntactic pattern and making her statement sound 

less bitter, Gheorghiu’s version is obviously an over-translation that includes an inversion of the two 

statements: “Dar nici alții nu ne duc lipsa. El nu cheamă și nu primește. Suntem o familie fără 
prieteni”. While the first sentence is absent from the original, the last one is an equivalent of the 

sentences that precedes the middle one in the original and the cumulative effect of this 

juxtaposition is quite dramatic. The following examples try to offer more focused illustrations of the 

above-noted tendencies and differences: 

 

1.“Jamie and I would be bored stiff” (LDJN 1318). 

“Nici mie nici lui Jamie, asta nu ne ține nici de cald nici de rece” (Dron 256). 

“Şi eu și Jamie ne-am fi plictisit la culme” (Gheorghiu 370). 

 

2.“Just because I feel rotten and blue, I suppose” (LDJN 1318). 

“Poate pentru că eu mă simt așa de obosit și de melancholic” (Dron 256). 

“Poate pentru că mă simt cam prăpădit; nu știu” (Gheorghiu 317). 

 

3. Mary – sharply (LDJN 1318) – “cu severitate” or “șficuitor” 
“Cu un ton acru” (Dron 257) 

“cu arțag” (Gheorghiu 371) 
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4. “take a nap” (LDJN) – “să iau un hap (Gheorghiu, sic!)” – “să trag un pui de somn” (Dron) 

 

In example one, the phrase “bored stiff” is felicitously translated by Gheorghiu as “plictisit la 

culme”, while Dron’s variant misfires by being too elaborate. In the second example, both translators 

have some difficulty in rendering the colloquialisms “rotten and blue” (“amărât și trist”), but 

Gheorghiu’s misfire is rather surprising. Like Dron, he occasionally lacks knowledge of an idiom – 

such as in the fourth example (where he interprets “nap” as “pill”) and sometimes he proves a bit 

careless in rendering the modality of the parenthetical indication, as in example three, where both 

translators suggest modalities that connote negatively for Mary’s character. On the whole, it can be 

appreciated that both Dron and Gheorghiu prove thorough knowledge of English and show a real 

capacity in translating the overall meaning of the text accurately, although one cannot overlook 

certain problematic areas, especially linked to connotation and modality. 

The sound achievement of Dorin Dron is confirmed by the always-successful productions of this 

drama on the Romanian stages, from the late sixties until around the year 2000. If Dron’s textual 

version had not been so carefully geared to reflect the original mood of O’Neill’s drama, it could not 

have supported the stage success of its various performances. Some of the most successful were the 

1968 productions of the play, simultaneously staged in Iași and Cluj
6
. 

 

Conclusions 

Analyzing the play’s reception at that historical moment, drama critic Ileana Popovici expressed 

her conviction that the public was attracted by the deeper significance of this drama and not by its 

superficial negative vision – severely criticized by Mihnea Gheorghiu in his literary criticism due to its 

focus on the misery of alcoholism and drug addiction. Instead, as she points out, the essential 

message of the play was experienced on the level of “understanding and describing artistically and 

complexly the tragic dismemberment of personality” (Popovici 75, my transl.), a fact which posed a 

challenge both for the translator and for the directors approaching the text. In her review, Popovici 

further insisted upon the solid tradition of O’Neill’s plays on the Romanian stage, which had always 

been drawn to the theater of great passions, to “vigorous and dense plays built on tough, decisive 

situations” (Popovici “O viziune…” 75, my transl.). An important piece of information regarding 

O’Neill’s theater is that in the sixties there occurred a change of focus in the public interest, from 

plays exhibiting a linear dramatic structure (such as Anna Christie, Beyond the Horizon or Desire 
under the Elms), to those whose structure was “less clear, ample and ramified, full of diffuse, 

troubled states”, their action unfolding in a strangely poetical and fascinating universe - such as A 
Moon for the Misbegotten, A Touch of the Poet, and Long Day’s Journey (Popovici “O viziune…” 75). 

In the critic’s opinion, this change of focus denoted a change in the receptivity of the modern 

audience, reflected by its increasingly complex sensitivity, with the interest being displaced from the 

action itself to the undercurrent of meaning reflected in the implications of words and deeds. This 

ample subjective and intellectual turn in the writing of psychological dramas, corresponded to a 

change in the style of acting, which became less melodramatic and more self-reflective, as required 

by the pervading trend of stage realism cultivated by most Romanian directors. In this respect, the 

textual version responsibly provided by the translator was further processed and refined by the 

artistic teams, who juxtaposed onto it their own stage adaptation and thus succeeded in rendering 

O’Neill’s original vision through the prism of their own principles and creativity.  

 

                                                 

6
The Cluj team was lead by director Crin Teodorescu, with Liviu Ciulei as stage designer. The distribution 

included Silvia Ghelan (Mary), Valentino Dain (James), George Motoi  (Jamie), Ştefan Sileanu (Edmund), and 

Stela Cosmuţa (Cathleen), while the Iaşi team was led by director Sorana Coroamă, with Hristofenia Cazacu as 

stage designer. The distribution included Adina Popa (Mary), Teofil Vâlcu (James), Sergiu Tudose (Jamie), 

Costel Constantin (Edmund) and Silvia Popa (Cathleen). 
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